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Power

Practical

Psyche

Influence

The Results of Speaking Up!



Common traps for women…
n Not being heard
n Too much detail
n Over-apology, tentative language 
n Verbal and nonverbal defensiveness



From the professor

“Women when speaking today often prepare more 
thoroughly because they feel the pressure to 
demonstrate their competence. Many students expect 
women instructors to be warm, nurturing, and kind, but 
credibility and knowledge are not automatically 
assumed.”

Assistant Professor of Communication Studies
Northwestern University, Evanston, Illinois



What Aristotle knew

Charisma
&
Credibility
=
Connection



Audience thoughts: Opening

n What’s ahead?

n Do I like the 
presenter?

n Do I believe 
the presenter?

n What’s in this 
for me?

n Can I really 
use this?

n Do I 
understand 
this?



Speaker thoughts: Opening

n Where will I present?
n Where will I be 

directly before I 
present?

n What will I think as I 
approach the front?

n Where will I look 
first?

n What will be my first 
words?



Little things are big 

n Room set-up
n Lights, temperature
n Audio Visual
n Welcoming spot



Now that you’re in front…

All eyes are on you!



First Impression?



What they See and Hear

n Eyes
n Hands
n Stance

n Volume
n Pace
n Pause/fillers



Eyes - your #1 connector

n Friendly person
n Consistent scope
n Whole room



Know the first four minutes cold 



Voice as “Identi-kit”

“We speak and 
someone quickly takes 
our measure. Through 
voice and speech we 
portray ourselves.”
…Patsy Rodenburg, 
The Right to Speak



Women often sound

Too Fast
Too Tentative
Too High-pitched
Too Quiet



Volume Level



Too much Too fast Too sorry



Notes - your #2 connector
n Key phrases
n Bullet points
n Half-page
n Slides
n NONE!



What to use and what to lose?
§ Look at your lists



Facts about Stone Mountain
•A magnificent 600-foot granite dome, this is 

well worth the wait. Sunlight and shadows 
dance across a broad tapestry of stone.

•Designated as a National Natural Landmark 
in 1975, Stone Mountain is bounded on the 
north by the Blue Ridge Parkway and on 
the west by the Thurmond Chatham Game 
Lands. 

• With more than 16 miles of trails, take a 
hike in the park. 



At the top of Stone Mountain



Agnes’s story

Kitovu Health Care Complex
Masaka, Uganda



From the nursing professor… 
“My advice to other women: know your content so 
well that you don’t stand behind the lectern with 
notes. Use your slides as a way to trigger your 
thoughts with only a few words on each slide.”

Professor of Nursing Leadership
University of Pittsburgh School of Nursing



The Magic in three
Unifies
Clarifies
Strengthens



Blaise Pascal and Mark Twain on 
brevity…

n I’m sorry I wrote you such a long letter. I 
didn’t have time to write a short one.



From the industry VP…
“I find that women can sabotage themselves by 
being too quick to admit that they think they are 
not quite the expert the audience might feel…they 
can also agree too much, with the audience 
wondering, “Is everything the right answer?”

Vice President,
Strategic Partnerships



Other vs. Self



n And the reason this is meaningful at this time 
is…

n And this is important to our goal because…
n Again, the analogy of the flat tire makes sense 

because…
n And this ties to our mission to develop…
n Why do I repeat this? Because…

Language that connects



If you go “Off Course”…
Don’t panic
Stay nonverbally positive
Move on

“I can appreciate…”
“Moving forward…”
“Getting back to the 

objective…”



Practice
n Doesn’t make perfect
n Begins at home
n Continues in the car, 

on the train, in the air 
and everywhere



When you’re a leader…
n Assume you will be asked…even on the 

spot.



From the association 
executive…

“Know the one key thing you want to leave them 
with. Write it down and have it in hand.  Tell 
yourself, “Don’t forget this!“ Often, you’ll prepare 
and then somehow in being nervous you will forget 
the one key thing you wanted to say.”

VP Learning and Networking Center
Medical Group Management Association



The Value YOU bring

n Tell ‘em like 
nobody else will

n What’s your 
genius?



It’s your party!



Speak Up and 
Stand Out!
Thank you! 
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